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About This Game

Did you love the smash hit The Mirror Mysteries? Try the next installation in the series and continue the saga! Tommy is all
grown up and on the hunt for the mirror that ch 5d3b920ae0
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A bit of a letdown in comparison to the first, but it didn't hamper my enthusiasm to play it too much. Although it's considered a
sequel thanks to recurring characters, it felt like a completely different story. I agree with some reviewers that the Magic Mirror
was not initially a villain, he'd only punished the children because I assume they had broken him. To see him with a different
personality was.kinda disappointing. It would have worked much better if Tommy wanted to go into the worlds his mother
spoke about so he'd have foolishly broken the mirror again or threatened it and the mirror retaliated by doing what he says
although not promising that he'd be safe when he gets to the other worlds. The main character this time has zero personality and
zero dialogue; only descriptive narration to explain what you need to do and what things do. They did up the ante with the
hidden object scenes by rotating the items all over, in comparison to the first game which claimed that the object is exactly in
the same position as on your list. They removed the 'place elsewhere' system which was what I felt made Mirror Mysteries a
little more unique, and replaced it with your standard 'get one item to help you move on to the next place' reward that most
HOGs contain. There were also significantly less worlds (only 4) and the time you spend on the last two hardly qualifies as a
'world'. It felt like they invested all their energy into Sky World and none into the rest. Which is sad since you hardly stayed in
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any world to be honest. The voice actors for the NPCs all sounded like they had to go really bad so they rushed everything they
needed to say. There weren't a lot of puzzles and if there were, they were so simple you'd have finished in a minute or less.
Some of the puzzles were entertaining though. Overall, I still really liked the first one more. I wouldn't call this horrible, but it is
a little bland and I do kinda wish it was a more standalone game now rather than a continuation. I hope that if they do make a
third installment that they go back into the first game's formula and build it better instead of passing off the series as just
another typical HOG. It's just as short as the first game with significantly less entertainment value so I don't think it's
particularly worth the full price.. The second game in the series has pros and cons as well as the first game. Pros: More
complexing mirror ares but there are worlds that you have to escape and get the peices to put back together to go and try to
escape the other worlds. Years later of when the kids are all grown up and is thier own personal story with the bad mirror. even
greater story line. Better graphics and more beatiful scenes. cons: bad guy dosent die for good but gets shattered and a peice is
taken by a bird but the bird leaves it somewhere so the family will still be haunted and the rest will go to a real museum where
the the rest of the world will be in horrified by the evil mirror as well. this is what I think happens but the ending leaves with the
bird with the peice of mirror in his mouth so it leaves us hanging. recommend the whole series. Sequel is better than the
original.. I enjoyed this one a little more then the first one. The story took place many years after the first one, and although
they did embelish the first ones story, it barely contained the family from the first one. The mirror in the sequel was way more
sinister though. In the first one he seemed like someone who was wronged and was taking revenge. In the second one he was out
for world destruction. The graphics were better and the HOG sections had every piece reveal another piece, which the first one
was hit or miss. Overall I say it was 49 cents well spent. Not sure if I'd want to pay more for a game that offered about 3 hours
of game play.. A big improvement over the first one, but the game lacks decent resolution controls. Good music, voice acting,
puzzles and scenes. The story is a bit awkward, I never got the idea that the mirror was an evil in the first one.. Good find-the-
object game. Good graphics.. Much more entertainting then part 1, awesome looking, better 'story', aaand. finally, the puzzles
aren't dumb and random. Just. damn too short.. Nicely done game, original hidden object scenes, interesting puzzles.
Unfortunatelly too short.. as expected, not much revealed about the identity or the origin of the said Mirror in this sequel. Sadly,
there aren't as many worlds in this game compared to the first one either. The game play is flashier, yet pretty much straight
forward. Kinda liked the first game better, actually. Adding some animations doesn't establish a keen atmosphere really. All in
all, it is not a must, but it has been fun in the sense of basic genre.. The puzzles are really non-intuative in this one. I skipped a
lot of them. Thet music and visuals are great, top notch, but the hit boxes are way to small or way to big. It feels like aproof of
concept, not a finished product. One out of ten stolen cheese wheels.
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